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Abstract. Machine-checked proofs of properties of programming lan-
guages have gained in importance significantly over the past few years.
This paper contributes to this trend by proposing an approach for doing
machine-checked soundness proofs for verification condition (VC) gener-
ators. Our approach embraces the multi-phase VC generation common
in modern program verifiers. Such verifiers split the generation of VCs
in two (or even more) phases, using an intermediate verification lan-
guage as the bridge between the programming language and logic. In
our approach, we define a formal operational semantics of the intermedi-
ate verification language, and we prove the soundness of two translations
separately: (1) the translation of the intermediate verification language
to VCs, and (2) the translation of the source programming language to
the intermediate language. This paper presents a fully machine checked
proof of step (1) for a prototypical intermediate verification language,
and then illustrates step (2) for a very small object oriented program-
ming language.

1 Introduction

Verification condition (VC) generation is one of the classic techniques for pro-
gram verification: from the program and its specification one computes a set of
logical sentences (the verification conditions) whose validity implies the correct-
ness of the program with respect to the given specification. The technique can
be traced back to the very roots of program verification [1].

However, as programming languages grew more and more complex with sup-
port for features such as dynamic memory allocation, pointers, exception han-
dling mechanisms, objects, inheritance, dynamic binding and so forth, the pro-
cess of generating VCs also became significantly more complex. To master this
increased complexity, many modern program verifiers [2, 3] split the VC gener-
ation in two phases. First the source program and its specification are compiled
to an intermediate verification language, and then VCs are generated from the
intermediate language. A prominent example of such an intermediate language is
the BoogiePL language [4, 5]. BoogiePL is the intermediate language of the Spec]

program verifier [2] and the VCC verifying C compiler [6], and the ESC/Java
line of verifiers is moving to a very similar intermediate language.
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Another unfortunate consequence of the increased complexity of VC gen-
eration for current programming languages is that soundness proofs are either
omitted (and hence the VC generation is seen as some form of axiomatic seman-
tics of the source language [4]), or are presented only informally.

This paper proposes an approach to build modular machine-checked sound-
ness proofs for VC generation. We embrace the two-phase VC generation imple-
mented in modern verifiers, and we structure the soundness proof in the same
way. Hence, in our approach, there are two translations that need to be proven
sound: (1) the translation of the intermediate verification language to VCs, and
(2) the translation of the source language to the intermediate language. This
paper focuses on the first step, and gives a small example of the second step.

In Section 2, we give a short introduction to the BoogiePL[ intermediate
verification language [4]. We then proceed to define its operational semantics
and its VC generation algorithm. We conclude the first part with a proof of this
algorithm’s soundness with respect to the operational semantics. This proof is
fully formalized and machine checked with the Coq proof assistant [7].

Section 3 contains a small example of step (2): we define a simple object
oriented language with standard operational semantics and provide a translation
to BoogiePL[, which we also prove sound.

An extended version of this paper with complete proofs is available at [8].

2 BoogiePL[

The intermediate verification language we consider is essentially the same as the
language defined by Leino and Schulte [4]. We only make slight modifications
to the presentation of the syntax to make the formal proofs less cumbersome.
The main novelty of this section (with respect to [4]) is the definition of the
operational semantics of BoogiePL[ and the proof of the soundness of VC gen-
eration with respect to that operational semantics – in [4] the VC generation is
considered an axiomatic definition of the semantics of the language.

In this section, we start off by introducing the reader to BoogiePL[ by means
of an informal overview of the language (Section 2.1). Next, we formally define its
syntax, operational semantics (Section 2.2) and VC generation algorithm (Sec-
tion 2.3), which paves the way to a proof of BoogiePL[’s soundness (Section 2.4).

2.1 Overview of the language

A BoogiePL[ program consists of two parts: on the one hand, a logical part that
defines constants, function symbols and axioms. The constants and functions
become part of the first-order logical signature over which the VCs are formu-
lated. The signature plus the axioms constitute a classical logical theory. As this
part is fairly standard, we refer the interested reader to [4] for a more detailed
description. Suffice it to say that it has an axiomatization for integers, finite
maps, booleans and so forth.
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On the other hand there is the imperative part, that consists of (1) global
variables which take values in the mathematical structure axiomatized by the
logical part and represent (part of) the program state, and (2) a number of
procedures that can be thought of as describing the possible control-flow paths
in the program being verified. For example, as BoogiePL[ does not provide a
heap, a translation can instead define it as a global variable being a map of
(object reference, field name) pairs to values.

Procedures are parameterized operations on the state space defined by the
global variables. A procedure’s body consists of a single command. The following
commands are provided:

– sequential composition, written c1; c2.
– variable declaration, written var id : type which introduces a new variable

with unknown initial value.
– assert expression: states that the expression must evaluate to true when

execution passes that point, which can be used to specify proof obligations.
– assume expression: tells the verifier that the given expression can be as-

sumed to be true, e.g. preconditions can be assumed to be true at the be-
ginning of a procedure or postconditions to hold just after a procedure call.

– havoc identifier : the opposite of assume; it removes any information about
the specified variable by assigning an arbitrary value to it.

– choice, written c1 [ ] c2: represents a control flow fork: execution could con-
tinue with either c1 or c2. This command is typically used to model condi-
tional branches, such as if- or while-statements.

– assignment, written x := expression: changes the variable x’s value.

Since procedure specifications are so common, BoogiePL[ supports them di-
rectly: one can define procedure specifications followed by one or more procedure
implementations, which all have to obey the specifications. The specifications
consist of a number of requires clauses (the preconditions), ensures clauses
(the postconditions), and a modifies clause, which indicates which global vari-
ables have their values changed by the procedure. Procedure definitions and calls
can be treated as syntactic sugar, and hence we don’t discuss them in this paper.

Details of how procedure calls can be desugared to the assertion of precon-
ditions, a havoc on the modifies-variables followed by the assumption of post-
conditions can be found in [4]. We also omitted the block command which in [4]
introduces a new variable scope. Blocks are not strictly necessary as it is possi-
ble to move all new local variable declaration to the method scope after having
given them unique names.

2.2 Syntax and Operational semantics

We focus on the BoogiePL[ commands, and leave expressions abstract. We only
assume that expressions define side-effect free functions from the store to the set
of values.

Definition 1. The syntax is defined by the following production rules
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command ::= assert expression ; command
| assume expression ; command
| havoc identifier ; command
| identifier := expression ; command
| command [ ]command ; command
| nil

Definition 2 (Appending). We define the appending of commands, written
c1 ⊕ c2, as

(assert e; c)⊕ c′ = assert e; (c⊕ c′)
(assume e; c)⊕ c′ = assume e; (c⊕ c′)

(havoc x; c)⊕ c′ = havoc x; (c⊕ c′)
(x := e; c)⊕ c′ = x := e; (c⊕ c′)

(c1 [ ] c2; c)⊕ c′ = c1 [ ] c2; (c⊕ c′)
nil⊕ c′ = c′

We define the operational semantics as a binary relation on machine states,
written σ Ã σ′. We call this relation the single step relation as σ Ã σ′ means
that a machine in state σ can reach another state σ′ in one step. Note the use of
the verb “can”: in the context of nondeterministic semantics a state σ can lead
to (perhaps infinitely) many other states. The machine can then switch over to
any one of these states. This is the case with BoogiePL[, where some commands
(such as havoc and [ ]) behave nondeterministically.

We distinguish two kinds of state:

– A failure state (fail): this state indicates that the execution went wrong;
– An in-progress state, made out of two components, written (c | µ)

• the command c: what’s left of the program to execute;
• the store µ: a total mapping from identifiers to values.

Assert. The assert command verifies whether a given expression evaluates to
true. If it does, all is well and execution can proceed. Otherwise, the execution
goes wrong and ends up in the failure state.

e[µ] = true
(assert e; c | µ) Ã (c | µ) B-AssertTrue

e[µ] 6= true
(assert e; c | µ) Ã fail

B-AssertFalse

Assume. The assume command is used to “filter out” certain execution paths.
If the assume condition evaluates to true in the current store, execution can
proceed as if nothing happened. Otherwise, the current execution path needn’t
be considered any further, which we achieve by not providing a rule for this case.
Note that a state only fails if it leads to fail, hence an assume command with
a false expression is not considered as failing.
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e[µ] = true
(assume e; c | µ) Ã (c | µ) B-Assume

Havoc. The havoc command destroys all information we have about a certain
variable: havoc x indicates that the rest of the program must succeed for any
value of x. This translates to having a nondeterministic reduction rule for this
command: for every possible value v, we start a new execution path where x is
bound to v, meaning there are infinitely many possible reductions for a state
(havoc x; c | µ) because there are infinitely many values.

(havoc x; c | µ) Ã (c | µ, x 7→ v) B-Havoc

Assignment. An assignment updates the store with a new binding.

(x := e; c | µ) Ã (c | µ, x 7→ e[µ]) B-Assign

Choice. This command represents a nondeterministic choice between two exe-
cution paths: c1 [ ] c2; c means that both c1⊕ c and c2⊕ c need to be considered.

(c1 [ ] c2; c | µ) Ã (c1 ⊕ c | µ) B-ChoiceLeft

(c1 [ ] c2; c | µ) Ã (c2 ⊕ c | µ) B-ChoiceRight

Definition 3 (multiple step relation).

σ Ã∗ σ
B∗-Reflexive

σ1 Ã σ2 σ2 Ã∗ σ3

σ1 Ã∗ σ3
B∗-Step

Definition 4. We say a state σ fails if σ Ã∗ fail, i.e. there is an execution
leading from σ to the failure state. In short, we write this as fails σ.

Definition 5. A state succeeds if it does not fail, written in short as succeeds σ.

2.3 Weakest preconditions

Definition 6 (Weakest preconditions).

wp(assert e; c,Q) = e ∧ wp(c,Q)
wp(assume e; c,Q) = e ⇒ wp(c, Q)

wp(havoc x; c,Q) = ∀ x • wp(c,Q)
wp(x := e; c,Q) = wp(c, Q)[e/x]

wp(c1 [ ] c2; c,Q) = wp(c1, wp(c,Q)) ∧ wp(c2, wp(c,Q))
wp(nil, Q) = Q
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Lemma 1.

wp(c1 ⊕ c2, Q) = wp(c1,wp(c2, Q))

Proof. By structural induction on c1.

2.4 Soundness of VC generation

In this section we sketch the structure of the proof of the soundness theorem. A
Coq development with a formalized and machine checked proof of the theorem
is available at [9].

Theorem 1 (Soundness). Given a program c, its evaluation does not fail if
the initial state µ fulfills the weakest precondition.

∀ c, µ • wp(c, true)[µ] ⇒ succeeds (c | µ)

Proof. By induction on command size. Six cases can be distinguished, two of
which we discuss here. We refer to [8, 9] for the full details.

– c = assert e; c′: Suppose wp(assert e; c′, true)[µ] is true. Then, by definition
of the weakest precondition computation,

(e ∧ wp(c′, true))[µ] (1)

is true. Hence, only B-AssertTrue applies, and we get (assert e; c | µ) Ã
(c′ | µ). That succeeds (c′ | µ) follows from the induction hypothesis and (1).

– c = c1 [ ] c2; c′: There are two possible paths for a choice command:

(c1 [ ] c2; c′ | µ) Ã (c1 ⊕ c′ | µ) (c1 [ ] c2; c′ | µ) Ã (c2 ⊕ c′ | µ)

To show that both of these succeed, we need to prove that wp(c1,2⊕ c′, true)
which Lemma 1 tells us is equal to wp(c1⊕c′, true)∧wp(c2⊕c′, true), which
the induction hypothesis says is true.

ut

3 Translating to BoogiePL[

Building a verifier for a programming language can be done by compiling the
language to BoogiePL[ and then verifying the resulting BoogiePL[ program. For
the resulting verifier to be sound, the compilation of the programming language
to BoogiePL[ needs to be correct. In this section, we describe the compilation and
the correctness proof for a very small object-oriented programming language.
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Program ::= Class∗

Class ::= class Identifier { Field∗ Method∗ }
Field ::= field Identifier : Type

Method ::= method Identifier ( Argument∗ ) : Type Spec { Stm∗ }
Argument ::= Identifier : Type

Spec ::= requires Precondition ensures Postcondition
Stm ::= local Identifier : Type ;

| Identifier = null ;
| Identifier = Identifier . Identifier ;
| Identifier = Identifier . Type :: Identifier ( Identifier∗ ) ;
| Identifier = new Identifier ;
| Identifier .Identifier = Identifier ;
| if ( Identifier == Identifier ) Stm else Stm

Type ::= Identifier

Fig. 1. Syntax of the toy OO language

3.1 A toy OO language with contracts

The source programming language that we start from contains both program-
ming constructs as well as specification constructs. The syntax of the language
is summarized in Figure 1. It is a very simple class-based language with pre- and
postcondition declarations as specification constructs.

The semantics of the language is defined using a straightforward small-step
operational semantics. The operational semantics defines all the erroneous pro-
gram behaviour that the verifier is supposed to catch as going to a special
Fail state. Other program errors that are caught by other means – for instance
method-not-understood errors caught by the type system – can cause the opera-
tional semantics to get stuck. For the purpose of this paper, we don’t care about
these errors: our soundness theorem will just say that a program that verifies
will never go to the Fail state.

The full definition of the small-step operational semantics is omitted here as
it is fairly standard. Interested readers can find it in the extended version of this
paper [8]. The pre- and postconditions are checked by the semantics and lead to
the Fail state if they are not satisfied. The program state is represented as a
quintuplet:

– The heap: a partial function mapping object identifiers (oids) to objects,
themselves partial functions mapping field names (identifiers) to oids.

– The store: a stack of frames, which are partial functions mapping identifiers
to oids. It is used to store local variable bindings.

– The postcondition stack keeps track of method postconditions which need
to be checked at method exit.

– The receiver stack keeps track of identifiers denoting local variables which
receive the return value on method exit.

– The call stack containing statement lists; it acts as the program counter.
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Pre- and postconditions are classical logical propositions for which we do
not define a syntax; instead we choose to abstract them away as functions. A
method m’s precondition Prem needs access to its arguments and objects on
the heap, which is why we model preconditions as binary functions receiving the
upper frame (which contains the arguments) and the heap. The postconditions
(Postm) can refer to the arguments, the heap state before and after the method
call, and the return value. Therefore we model postconditions as functions taking
an upper frame, a before-heap, an after-heap, and a return value. We’ll also use
partial application on postconditions.

Definition 7 (Initial state). Given a program P where some class X is the
only to contain a nullary preconditionless T -returning method named main, the
initial state σinit(P ) is equal to

(ε, ε ◦ ε, ε, ε, s ◦ ε)

where s = local x:X; x = new X; local r : T ; r = x.X::main();

A verifier is supposed to check that it is not the case that σinit(P ) −→∗ fail.
We design a verifier by translation to BoogiePL[ and we give a soundness proof
of that translation.

3.2 Modularization

As the size of verification conditions grows quickly with the size of the BoogiePL[

program, it is essential for scalability that the verification can be done modu-
larly. For the language under consideration, we will do verification per method:
each method will be verified in isolation, using only the method body and the
specifications of the methods that this method calls.

A first important part of the soundness proof is showing that this modular-
ization is sound.

Definition 8. A program is modularly correct iff every method considered sep-
arately is correct.

Theorem 2. If a program is modularly correct, it is also correct.

We only provide a proof sketch here. The full proof is available in an accompa-
nying technical report [8]. A key ingredient of the proof is the definition of a new
modular step relation, called the step-over (y), that executes method calls in a
single step, based on their specifications. This relation is defined by the rules in
Figure 2.

The following lemma states an essential connection between the operational
semantics and this new step-over relation.

Lemma 2. Given a program P , if σinit(P ) −→∗ Fail, then there exists a method
m from P for which

∃ H, F • Prem(H,F ) ∧ (H, F, Postm(H, F ), body(m))y∗ Fail

From this lemma, Theorem 2 follows immediately.
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H-Local (H, F, C, local x:T ; s) y (H, F ′, C, s) F ′ = F, x 7→ null

H-StoreNull (H, F, C, x=null; s) y (H, F ′, C, s) F ′ = F, x 7→ null

H-StoreField (H, S, C, x=y.f ; s) y (H, S′, C, s) oid = F [y] 6= null
F ′ = F, x 7→ H[oid][f ]

H-StoreFieldNull (H, F, C, x=y.f ; s) y Fail F [y] = null

H-StoreNew (H, F, C, x=new K; s) F ′ = F, x 7→ oid, oid /∈ H
y (H ′, F ′, C, s) H ′ = H, oid 7→ F

F = ε, f 7→ null

H-WriteField (H, S, C, x.f = y; s) y (H ′, S, C, s) oid = F [x] 6= null
F′ = H[oid], f 7→ F [y]
H ′ = H, oid 7→ F′

H-WriteFieldNull (H, F, C, x.f = y; s) y Fail F [y] = null

H-IfTrue (H, F, C, if ( x == y ) s1 else s2 s)
y (H, F, C, s1 s) F [x] = F [y]

H-IfFalse (H, F, C, if ( x == y ) s1 else s2 s)
y (H, F, C, s2 s) F [x] 6= F [y]

H-Call (H, F, C, x=y.T ::m(z) s) oid = F [y] 6= null
y (H ′, F ′, C, s) PreT ::m(H, F )

PostT ::m(H, F )(H ′, S′)
H-CallPreFail (H, F, C, x=y.T ::m(z) s) y Fail ¬PreT ::m(H, S)

H-CallNull (H, F, C, x=y.T ::m(z) s) y Fail F [y] = null

H-ExitFail (H, F, C, ε) y Fail C(H, F ) 6= true

Fig. 2. The step-over relation.

3.3 Soundness of the compilation

Compilation of the source program to BoogiePL[ is done per method: for each
method in the source program, a BoogiePL[ program is generated according to
the following compilation scheme.

The first part of the BoogiePL[ program – called the prelude and shown in
Figure 3 — declares the heap as a finite map mapping (object reference, field
name) pairs to values. The alloc field indicates whether an object is allocated
or not. The predicates wellformed and successor express properties of heaps: in
a wellformed heap fields of allocated objects point to allocated objects, and a
heap is a successor of another heap if it is wellformed and contains at least the
same objects. Then each method is translated according the schema shown in
Figure 4.

The compilation of statements is then straightforward. We define the com-
pilation in full in Figure 5. A method call for instance is compiled to an assert
that the receiver of the call is non-null, and that the precondition holds. Then,
the heap is havoced (a sound overapproximation of the effects the method has
on the heap), and then it is assumed that the new heap is a successor of the old
heap (according to the successor predicate defined in the prelude) and that the
postcondition of the call holds.
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var heap : [ref , name]any; const alloc : name;

function wellformed([ref, name]any) returns (bool);
axiom (∀ h : [ref , name]any • wellformed(h) ⇒
(∀ r : ref , f : name • r 6= null ∧ h[r, alloc] ⇒ h[r, f] = null ∨ h[h[r, f], alloc])

function successor([ref, name]any, [ref, name]any) returns (bool);
axiom (∀ before : [ref , name]any, after : [ref , name]any •

successor(before, after) ⇒
wellformed(after) ∧ (∀ r : ref • before[r, alloc] ⇒ after[r, alloc]));

const f : name; for every field f

Fig. 3. Prelude of the BoogiePL[ program

var idlocal : ref ; for every declared local variable in the method
var initheap : [ref , name]any; initheap := heap;

var idarg; var init$idarg;
init$idarg := idarg;

}
for every argument

assume this 6= null; assume wellformed(heap); assume PreT ::m;
Translation of the method body
assert PostT ::m

Fig. 4. Translation of a method m

The key soundness theorem for this compilation is the following: if the method
can fail under the step-over relation when started in a state satisfying its pre-
condition, then the compiled BoogiePL[ program can also fail.

Theorem 3. Given a program P , let m be a method of P and c its BoogiePL[

translation (see Figures 4 and 5). For all H, F

Prem(H, F ) ∧ (H,F, Postm(H,F ), bodym) y∗ Fail ⇒ ∃ µ • (c | µ) Ã∗ fail

The proof consists of checking that the obvious relation between the source
language program states and the BoogiePL[ program states is a simulation. We
refer to [8] for the full proof.

To summarize, to ascertain that a program P written in our toy language
never fails we consider each method apart (modularization) and translate each
into BoogiePL[. From Theorem 3 we know that if the BoogiePL[ translation
does not fail, neither will the original method. If all methods can be shown not
to fail this way, Theorem 2 guarantees that the execution of P will not fail.
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local x : T; x := null

x = null; x := null

x = y.f; assert y 6= null; x := heap[y, f]

x = y.m(z) { var oldheap : [name, ref]any;
oldheap := heap;
assert y 6= null; assert Prem;
havoc heap;
assume successor(oldheap, heap); assume Postm }

x = new T; { var oid : ref ;
assume oid 6= null;
assume heap[oid, alloc] = false;
heap[oid, alloc] := true }

x.f = y; assert x 6= null; heap[x, f] := y

if ( x == y ) s1 else s2 { assume x = y; translation of s1

[ ]
assume x 6= y; translation of s2 }

Fig. 5. Compilation scheme

4 Related and Future Work

There is a huge amount of related work in program verification and hence, we
necessarily focus on research results most closely related to ours. For a good
overview of the state-of-the-art in program verification for OO languages in
general, we refer to [10].

A first closely related line of work is the Spec] verifier [2], one of the state-
of-the-art automatic verifiers for Java-like languages. This paper is a first step
towards a formal machine-checked soundness proof of the Spec] verifier. So far,
only certain key elements of this verifier have been shown sound on paper [11].

The Why/Krakatoa/Caduceus line of tools [12] is a very interesting com-
petitor to the Boogie/Spec]/VCC line of tools: both toolsets are built around
a similar intermediate verification language and provide front-ends for Java-like
and C-like languages. To avoid trust in the tool-chain, the Why VC generator
adopts an approach where the proof produced by Why (possibly with the help
of other tools or the user) is checked a posteriori by an automatic checker.

In the Mobius project [13], machine-checked proofs of many programming
language properties are being studied with the purpose of supporting proof-
carrying code to certify security-related properties of programs. The project has
worked out a machine-checked proof of the soundness of their program logic (the
Mobius Base Logic) with respect to an operational semantics of Java bytecode.
As part of the Mobius project, Lehner and Müller have shown the translation of
Java bytecode to BoogiePL sound [14]. This can be seen as another instance of
a phase (2) soundness proof in the terminology of this paper.

This paper provides only a first step towards a machine-checked soundness
proof of a Spec]-like verifier. In future work, we intend to work out a phase (2)
soundness proof for several variants of Spec]-like verifiers.
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5 Conclusion

BoogiePL[ is an intermediate language developed to assist the development of
verifying compilers by simplifying the generation of verification conditions (VC)
([4]), but no formal soundness proofs existed for this language. To remedy this,
this paper provides a full formalization for BoogiePL[ by defining its syntax,
operational semantics (Section 2.2) and VC generation algorithm (Section 2.3).
This paper also contains a proof of the VC generation’s soundness with respect
to the operational semantics; a machine-checked proof can be found at [9]. Next
we have shown how soundness proofs of verifiers that translate to BoogiePL[

can be proven sound by proving the correctness of their compilation scheme.
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